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TV JOCKEYS FOR POSITION IN DIGITAL-MARKETING AGE
SCALE, EMOTION MAKE TV ‘THE MAIN DRIVER’
Many digital markets claim TV is an ailing ad medium, but
Bob Feinberg, vice president of Yonkers Honda in greater
New York City, says no way. “Discount (the influence) of TV
at your own peril,” he says, indicating many dealers like him
consider television advertising alive and well and adapting
to the digital age.
He finds it ironic, Wards Auto reports,
that many digital enterprises nonetheless
advertise on TV. That group includes
Carvana, Google, Amazon and Netflix.
Digital marketers who claim TV has lost
power as an advertising outlet are flatout wrong, contends Danielle DeLauro,
executive vice president of the Video
Advertising Bureau. “There is a ton of
misconception and a lot of insanity going on.”
Although some detractors claim people watch less TV
today because there are so many other viewing options,
DeLauro says statistics show people on average watched
43 more TV minutes a day in 2018 than they did in 1983.
“The difference is the range of what they are watching it on,”
she says. “Watching TV shows on iPads is the new form of
TV viewing.”
Digital marketers use tracking technology to garner data on
online users’ shopping behavior – and target-market to them
accordingly. That technology now extends to cable TV. From
the hookup box, data is collected both on what subscribers
watch as well as who they are demographically (without
actually knowing their identities). It’s like using a computer IP
address to track user website visits and time spent on them.
Selling vehicles is in marked contrast to selling toothpaste
or trash bags, says Linda Ranieri, media director at Team
One. Its clients include Toyota. “We are targeting people
in the market or who will be soon based on data points,”
she says of modern TV advertising. “We’re addressing it
differently than before. You only want to push (specific auto
ads) into homes with people who are in the market.”
Digital marketing has its place, but so does TV. “There are
people who love to attribute sales to digital marketing,” says
Feinberg. “But the attribution model is tricky.”
The model once gave primary
credit to the so-called last click:
the digital ad an online vehicle
shopper clicked on before finally
buying a vehicle. “To just count on
a digital method for marketing is a
big mistake,” Feinberg says.
“TV is the main driver because
it has scale and an emotional
connection,” DeLauro says. “It
drives people to websites. It
allows an ad campaign to work
harder. TV and digital should work
together.”

ADVERTISER NEWS
Ford Motor, in another move to shore up its electrification
efforts, says it’s investing $500 million in electric vehicle
startup Rivian and plans to build a battery EV using Rivian’s
flexible skateboard platform. The move comes weeks after
talks between Rivian and General Motors reportedly broke
down. GM reportedly was interested in becoming an equity
investor in Rivian, much like Amazon,
which invested $700 million in the startup
in February. For Ford, Automotive News
reports, the deal secures another ally to
manage costs and development in a hypercompetitive space where it has so far lagged
behind much of the competition... Amazon
has started delivering packages inside
customer garages, Fortune reports. The
service became available this week in 50 cities across the
U.S. — but only for the e-tail giant’s Prime members with an
Amazon Key, a lock and camera system operated remotely,
which works in conjunction with a myQ-connected garage
door opener. In addition to receiving an alert when a package
is being delivered, as well as when a garage door opens and
closes, customers can set up a camera to watch the process
remotely on their phone. Amazon Key’s current service
allows deliveries inside people’s unattended homes and
trunks of their cars... Vans has announced a Harry Potter
collaboration, with its website appearing to indicate the brand
will come out with footwear and other products inspired by
the four Hogwarts houses: Gryffindor, Slytherin, Ravenclaw
and Hufflepuff. “Vans and HARRY POTTER collaborated
to conjure up a magical collection of footwear, apparel and
accessories for witches, wizards and muggles alike,” the site
says. It’s not clear when the collection will be available for
purchase. The offering follows Vans’ David Bowie-inspired
collection released earlier this month... Pepsi is launching
three new flavors “for a limited time,” Bustle reports: Pepsi
Berry, Pepsi Lime and Pepsi Mango. The new varieties
join Pepsi Wild Cherry and Pepsi Vanilla in the flavored
Pepsi lineup. The new flavors are available now in 12-ounce
cans; you can find them in 12-packs at national retailers, as
well as in eight-packs at Walmart and Target.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
Sony Pictures Television says The Mel Robbins Show, its
Home office-based Account Executive: MNI Targeted
upcoming one-hour syndicated talk show with the motivational Media, a Meredith Corporation company, is growing and
speaker, best-selling author and CNN contributor as host, moving into the key cities of Salt Lake
has been picked up by Nexstar Media Group. Last fall, SPT City; Richmond, Va.; Lexington,
aligned with Tribune Media to launch the program, and with Ky.; Bentonville, Ark.; and Seattle,
the addition of Nexstar, the show will clear 90 percent of as we continue market expansion.
U.S. television households. The list of station groups joining Are you the exceptional individual to
Nexstar and Tribune in carrying the show includes CBS, Cox, develop the designated market and
Hubbard Broadcasting, Meredith, Scripps and Weigel surrounding territory by building brand equity, driving business
Broadcasting. The Mel Robbins Show will debut in first- development and advancing advertising sales throughout the
run syndication on Sept. 16... The CW
assigned territory? If so, we want to talk
has renewed the last four scripted series
to you! Please send resumes with salary
awaiting word on their fate: freshmen All
requirements to HumanResources@
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New Mexico for second seasons, and
KCCI, the market-leading Hearst
for no other reason but to
veteran The 100 for a seventh season.
Television CBS affiliate in Des Moines,
confuse us.
That brings the total scripted series
Iowa, seeks an experienced account
renewed by the CW for the 2019-2020
executive. If you are motivated by an
season to staggering 14, including all
excellent product, great compensation,
five freshman series. This is a record
and
working
with
Jim Gaffigan
for the network, up from the 12 scripted
a talented team of
shows the CW brought back this season
professionals, look no
as it expanded from five to six nights of programming... Gray further. You will work in one of America’s
Television is partnering with Ryman Hospitality to launch top cities for business climate and quality
an over-the-air network and on-demand streaming service of life. We need someone with superb sales skills, a positive
focusing on country music content. There’s no name, no price attitude, and a desire to WIN! If you want to work for the best,
point for the on-demand streaming service and no specifics we want to hear from you today! CLICK HERE for more info
on content, the Nashville Tennessean notes. But Ryman is or to apply now. EOE.
sitting on a treasure trove of archived live performances. In
Lockwood Broadcast Group is seeking General Manager
the TV drama Nashville, Ryman showed the ability to create candidates for oversight of two FOX stations, one located in
original content as well. Ryman Hospitality Chairman and Panama City, Fla., and one in Dothan, Ala. We are looking
CEO Colin Reed has long asserted that an estimated 110 for a dynamic leader with a strong record of success in
million country music fans are still relatively under-served broadcasting who can drive station revenue and innovation
for original content... Actor Ken Kercheval, best known as while also holding station teams accountable for the
Texas businessman Cliff Barnes on the CBS series Dallas, attainment of station goals. Bachelor’s degree in business
has died. A cause of death is not known, but a spokesperson management or equivalent training and/or experience
at the Frist Funeral Home in the actor’s hometown of Clinton, required. Candidates aspiring to grow their careers with a
Ind., told Deadline that Kercheval died Sunday. Along with solid broadcast group should send resume to awanveer@
his bitter rival J.R. Ewing (Larry Hagman), Barnes was the lockwoodbroadcast.com.
only character to appear in all 14 seasons (1978-1991) of
WMSN-TV, Fox 47, a Sinclair station located in Madison,
the soapy saga about Texas crude and crude Texans. Ken Wis., is seeking an enterprising and results-driven General
Kercheval was 83 years old.
Sales Manager. Fox 47 serves the growing community in
and around Madison with outstanding programming, led
CONSUMERS IN NO HURRY TO UPGRADE PHONES by our 9 PM local news and sports,
Wireless customers are hanging on to their old phones including Green Bay Packers football.
longer than ever. That’s the message from Verizon, which Ranked No. 3 in the “Best Places to
said its upgrade rate fell to a record low last quarter, a hint of Live” this year, Madison is the capital
hard times ahead for iPhones and other devices.
of Wisconsin and home to the University of Wisconsin. 3-5
Bloomberg says faced with $1,000 price tags on moderately years’ experience in TV sales management required. CLICK
improved phones, consumers may be waiting to hear more HERE for complete details and to apply now. EOE.
about new 5G networks before committing to new models.
The faster, more advanced services won’t roll out in earnest See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
who until 2020. “Incremental changes from one model the
the next hasn’t been that great, and it hasn’t been enough ACCOUNT ACTION
of an incentive,” said Verizon CFO Matt Ellis, who expects
Airbnb has launched a global media review, Campaign
replacement rates to be down for the year.
US reports. The instant accommodation and travel brand
Apple, the largest U.S. mobile-phone supplier, has been currently works with Starcom for its Europe and U.S. markets.
under pressure as sales of its popular device slow in major Airbnb awarded Starcom its global media business back in
markets. Wells Fargo analyst Aaron Rakers cut his forecast September 2014. It is understood that Dentsu handles some
for iPhone shipments to 40.4 million from 44 million for media for Airbnb in Asia. Wieden + Kennedy won global
Apple’s second quarter, which ends this month.
creative rights for Airbnb in Sept 2017.
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NEXSTAR’S SOOK TO FCC: SET CAP AT 78% ASAP
AVAILS
Nexstar Media CEO Perry Sook is calling on the FCC
CW 18, Hearst Television’s CW affiliate in Orlando, Fla., is
to move on its stalled review of the national TV station seeking a Local Account Executive. Orlando is the land of
ownership rules and “codify” the cap at 78 percent of TV year-round sunshine, beaches, theme
homes “as soon as possible.”
parks and no state income tax. If you
“The 78 percent represents the compromise position that are ready to take your career to the
the NAB and the members of its television board have next level while working and living in
endorsed unanimously to the FCC,” Sook said at a Media an incredible environment, CLICK HERE to apply!
Institute luncheon in Washington on Tuesday, which was
KRIV Fox 26/ KTXH My 20 in Houston is looking for a
reported by TVNewsCheck. “It also represents the status Senior Account Executive. The AE is responsible for
quo, as this has effectively been the law of the land since growing transactional accounts, developing new business
2004, except for about 14 months of the
and
selling
Wheeler administration at the FCC.”
digital
products
Today, the cap is actually 39 percent, but
by
maximizing
Social media is perfect
with the UHF discount that was in effect
opportunities.
when you’re feeling sorry
before the Wheeler FCC repealed it and
The
successful
for yourself and your
that the Pai FCC reinstated, it can go as
AE
candidate
desire is to feel worse.
high as 78 percent. That’s because the
must be able to
UHF discount allows a station group, in
identify qualified targets, use strong
calculating its aggregate coverage, to cut
communication and presentation skills
in half the coverage it gets from markets
throughout the sales process, and
Funny Tweeter
served only by UHF stations.
maintain a high closing ratio. Must have
Although the effective cap is 78 percent,
a minimum of 5 years’ television sales
broadcasters would like the Pai FCC to lock it in at that level experience and a proven track record of success in sales.
so that some future FCC with a Democratic majority can’t CLICK HERE to apply. EOE.
easily reset it at 39 percent by once again repealing the UHF
discount.
THIS AND THAT
Sook is taking advantage of the status quo with his pending
Twitter’s total worldwide revenues reached $787 million
deal to buy Tribune Broadcasting for $4.1 billion. If it closes during Q1, an 18 percent increase from the same period in
as planned this fall, Nexstar will swell to 216 TV stations in 2018, while monthly active users around the world declined
118 markets covering 62.9 percent of TV homes.
about 6 million to 330 million, according to company reports.
Advertising sales grew 18 percent... Tesla reported one of
MOTHER’S DAY SPENDING EYES NEW RECORD
its worst quarterly losses on record, wider than Wall Street
Mother’s Day 2019 is expected to deliver the holiday’s highest was expecting, as the automaker’s struggles with delivering
consumer spending to date. That’s according to an annual the Model 3 have raised questions about the rosy growth
survey conducted by Prosper Insights & Analytics for the projections of CEO Elon Musk. The electric-car maker
National Retail Federation, which estimates consumers will yesterday posted a $702 million loss attributable to common
spend a record $25 billion on the holiday this year, up from shareholders for Q1, slightly better than a year earlier. On
$23.1 billion in 2018. A total of 84 percent of U.S. adults are an adjusted basis, the loss was $2.90 a share; analysts
expected to celebrate in honor of their mothers and other surveyed by FactSet were expecting a loss of $1.15 a share.
women in their lives.
While the number of people celebrating is lower than last
year, 86 percent of those celebrating are expected to spend TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
more, at an average $196 compared with $180 in 2018,
according to the survey. Consumers 35-44 are likely to spend
the most, at an average $248, up from $224. Men are likely
to spend more than women, at $237 compared with $158.
“Mother’s Day spending has been growing consistently over
the past several years, and this year’s spending is expected
to be the highest in the 16-year history of our survey,” said
NRF president and CEO Matthew Shay.
Newer models of gift-giving, including special outings and
gift cards, are growing, in addition to more traditional gifts
including flowers, greeting cards and jewelry. Increased
spending on jewelry represents 31 percent of the expected
increase over last year.
The top gift categories are greeting cards (75% plan to
purchase), flowers (67%), special outings (55%), gift card
cards/certificates (45%), clothing or accessories (38%),
jewelry (35%), personal services (24%), housewares or
gardening tools (20%), books or CDs (20%) and consumer
electronics (15%).
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